Abstract. Parallel pseudorandom number generators (PPRNG) that satisfy classical statistical tests may still demonstrate intra-stream and inter-stream correlations in real life applications. In order to investigate the suitability of a PPRNG for use in Monte Carlo pricing of financial derivatives, an application-based test is proposed to evaluate the bias and the standard error of the mean (SE) associated with the PPRNG as a gauge of intrastream and inter-stream correlations respectively. This test involves estimating the price of a vanilla European call option via Monte Carlo simulation, where the asset price at maturity is estimated by propagating the Black-Scholes stochastic differential equation via the Euler-Maruyama discretization scheme. The mean and SE profiles of the numerical results based on three PPRNG libraries (RNGSTREAM, TRNG and SPRNG) that implement parallel random numbers via sequence splitting strategies (RNGSTREAM and TRNG) and parameterization strategy (SPRNG) are compared. In terms of the bias and SE profiles, the best performing PPRNG constructed using the sequence splitting strategy is comparable to that constructed using parameterization, both use multiple recursive generators in their kernel.
Introduction
The objective of Monte Carlo (MC) derivative pricing is to produce an accurate and precise stochastic estimate of the present value and the sensitivities of a financial instrument. The former estimate is intended for pricing and the latter for hedging and risk management. Inaccurate estimates of these quantities creates risk and may result in financial losses, at times staggering ones. The increased sophistication of stochastic dynamics used to describe the evolution of asset prices and the advent of complex path-dependent payoff functions render the availability of closed-form solutions a rarity, and MC simulation a powerful and virtually un-avoidable tool. However, the slow convergence rate of MC simulation limits the speed at which pricing of derivatives can be done. While variance reduction techniques and the use of quasi-Monte Carlo methods have been developed to address this issue by improving the convergence rate for a given number of simulations [4, 10] , parallelization of MC simulation is a natural direction to achieve higher speed by sharing the required number of simulations among multiple processors.
In MC simulation, the quality of the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) is pivotal to its success. The random variates generated should be independent and identically distributed (IID), implying an absence of correlation among the random variates. This requirement translates into an absence of intra-stream correlation for a single processor MC, and absence of both intra-stream and inter-stream correlation for parallel MC.
For sequential MC, as long as there are no short-range correlations among random variates, the PRNG will work reasonably well because the number of random variates consumed in the stochastic propagation of an asset price path in each simulation is generally not large enough to uncover the effect of long-range correlation among the random variates for that path. That said, this may not be true for Brownian Bridge computations. However, the story is different in parallel MC. A large number of processors can be committed to simulation concurrently and are thus capable of consuming a much larger number of random variates compared to a single processor simulation. The fact that there can be correlation between different parts of the stream of random variates [5] implies that long-range correlation may present itself as either inter-stream or intra-stream correlations in parallel MC, the former compromising the standard error of mean (SE) for the estimate while the latter causing bias in the estimate for the same period of computing time. The impact of inter-stream and intra-stream correlations on MC derivative pricing is considered in greater detail in Section 2.
Two common strategies have been proposed to provide independent streams of random variates from a PRNG for parallel MC simulation. The parameterization strategy provides independent streams of random variates by assigning, in different processors, different values to parameters in the generation algorithm of the parallel PRNG (PPRNG) (see [15] ). The sequence splitting strategies include block-splitting and leapfrog. In block-splitting, widely separated seeds are chosen deterministically for the processors to divide a sequential stream of random variates into sufficiently large blocks so that each processor consumes one of the substreams and the blocks of random variates do not overlap. However, if the user happen to consume more random variates than anticipated, and the blocks do overlap, this may lead to correlation among segments of random variates in different streams (inter-stream correlation). In leapfrog, if there are n processors, then each processor is assigned a stream of random variates that are n positions apart in the original sequence. Depending on the number of processors involved and the number of random variates making up the segments of correlated random variates, the segments of correlated random variates far apart in the original stream may now find themselves close to each other as some of the interposing random variates have been distributed to other streams, leading to short-range intra-stream correlation. In the worst case scenario, most, if not all, of the parallel streams may exhibit short-range intra-stream correlation if the segments of random variates exhibiting long range correlation consist of sizable blocks of random variates [16] . In addition, if correlated blocks of random variates are distributed to different streams, this can result in intra-stream as well (Figure 1) .
Short of conclusive theoretical and empirical evidence favoring one strategy over another, application-based tests are necessary to uncover strengths and shortfalls of each PRNGs when parallelized using these different strategies. In the context of parallel MC for derivative pricing, accurate point estimates and small standard error (SE) of the estimates are of practical importance. In MC derivative pricing, both accuracy and precision are of paramount importance. The former can be assessed by bias while the latter by variance. The choice from among a set of competing PRNGs can be made based on their bias-variance trade-off profile.
Using a parallel MC simulation framework that is designed to estimate the present value of a derivative instrument using different PRNGs, the SEs of the present value estimates of a derivative instrument can be compared based on simulation results estimated with respect to a chosen set of model parameters. When the derivative instrument used in the test is analytically tractable, the bias associated with different PRNGs can be evaluated based on the present value of the derivative instrument evaluated analytically. Such tests are described in detail in Section 3
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the impact of inter-stream and intra-stream correlations on the bias and variance of the estimated present value for a derivative product priced using the parallel MC framework. In Section 3, an application-based test is proposed to investigate the bias and standard error of the mean (SE) associated with the PRNG that is being tested by comparing the result of estimation against the analytic solution. In Section 4, we subject three PRNG libraries to the application-based test proposed in Section 3 and report the test results. The three PRNG libraries being tested are the (i) Scalable Parallel Random Number Generators (SPRNG) library that implement the parameterization strategy [17] ,
(ii) TINA's Random Number Generator library (TRNG) that implements both block-splitting and leapfrog sequence splitting strategy [18] ,
(iii) RNGSTREAM library that implements block-splitting strategy [14] .
There have been no publicly available reports on a comparison of their performance in terms of bias and SE in derivative pricing under the parallel MC framework as reported in this paper.
Impact of correlation among random variate in derivative pricing
The use of MC is extensive in a large number of application areas in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, and the various engineering disciplines. This is due to its intrinsic nature and often the similarity of the MC approach to an underlying mechanism. However, one of the areas where MC has grown tremendously in its use and its effectiveness is in finance. In the past, methods of testing the quality of PRNGs that were based on applications came from the sciences and engineering ( [6, 8, 13] 
Inter-stream correlation
Let there be n processors indexed by i D 1; : : : ; n each carrying out m i MC simulations, so that the total number of MC simulations carried out across all n processors is N D P n i D1 m i . Let i;j be the MC estimate for sample j on processor i where j D 1; : : : ; m i . In the context of derivative pricing, i;j typically denotes the present value of a financial instrument or one of its sensitivities evaluated using pathwise differentiation [7] . In addition, let
x is the global point estimate across all n processors. In general,
Cov.
where VarOEx i is the variance of x i and Cov.x i ; x j / is the covariance between x i and x j when the x i are identically distributed. When there is no inter-stream corTesting parallel random numbers for derivatives 165 relation,
where SEOE O x is the standard error of the mean and SEOEx i is the standard error of the sample because the x i are IID. On the contrary, when inter-stream correlation is non-zero, i.e., j;k ¤ 0, then
resulting in a larger standard error compared to the case of no inter-stream correlation. The larger the number of processors, the greater the deviation of VarOEx i away from VarOEx i =n because the number of covariance terms increases at the rate of O.
Therefore, a larger number of processors tend to reveal interstream correlation more readily.
Intra-stream correlation
Let C.t; X.t// be the price of a derivative instrument at time t , the value of which depends on the time, t , and the price of an underlying asset, X.t/, observed at time t . Let the price evolution of the underlying asset follow a stochastic differ-
The price evolution of this derivative instrument from the current time t 1 to a future time t K where t 1 < t K can be estimated using Itô's lemma [11] 
k/ where Z.2/; : : : ; Z.K/ is a stream of K 1 standard Gaussian random variates with mean 0 and variance 1 so that
where 
Here the second term on the right hand side is the magnitude of bias due to intrastream correlation. The magnitude of the bias term depends on the overall intrastream correlation and is stream specific.
Test description
In the proposed test, a vanilla European call option is used as the test financial instrument. This is an option that is exercised only at maturity, and the price depends solely on the price of the underlying asset at maturity, X.t K /. Its present value is readily calculated using a closed-form formula, facilitating assessment of the option price estimated via parallel MC simulation powered by different PPRNGs.
The present value at time t 1 of a European vanilla call option maturing at time t K with strike price Y and underlying asset price at maturity
where r is the risk-free interest rate, suppressing the notational dependence of V 0 on t and X.t/. If we apply Itô's lemma to (3.1), and since the option's price depends on the underlying asset price at maturity only, the potential bias incurred by intra-stream correlation is reflected in the bias term defined in (2.4) with respect to V 0 is
Positive intra-stream correlation leads to upward bias while negative intra-stream correlation leads to downward bias. Under the risk-neutral assumption, the Black-Scholes model [3] is
where S.t/ is the asset price at time t , r the risk-free interest rate, the implied volatility, and d W .t / the stochastic diffusion component following a Wiener process. Within the Black-Scholes framework, (3.1) has a closed-form solution
Here V 0 is the present value of the vanilla call option, t 1 is the present time, t K is the time at maturity, D t K t 1 is the time interval between now and the option maturity date, S.t K / is the asset price at maturity, S 0 D S.t 1 / is the spot asset price, Y is the strike price,
is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution,
assuming the dividend rate is zero, without loss of generality. Monte Carlo estimation of V 0 is performed under three different market scenarios: The SDE for the asset path is numerically integrated via the log-Euler discretization scheme [9] log S.
where S.t k / is the asset price at time t k , h is the equally spaced discretization timestep, and Z.t kC1 / is the standard Gaussian random variable spanning OEt k ; t kC1 . The use of the log-Euler scheme is to ensure positivity of the simulated asset price. In this test, a discretization time-step of size h D 10 4 is used and 10 6 simulation runs were performed for each PRNG setting to estimate V 0 and the MSE of V 0 . In this setting, simulating one stochastic path for the underlying asset consumes 10 4 random variates and the entire simulation consumes 10 10 random variates. The choice of testing whether the PRNG passes the proposed application-based test at 10 10 random number is inspired by the observation that block-splitting of the 48-bit Cray linear congruential generator fails the blocking test with around 10 10 random variates without inter-stream sequence overlap [16] , indicating that 10 10 may be a reasonable size of random variates to uncover defect due to long-range correlations. Let Bias.V 0 / D O V 0;PRNG V 0;T where Bias.V 0 / is the estimated bias of V 0 for the MC simulation framework powered by a PRNG, O V 0;PRNG is the value of V 0 estimated using MC simulation powered by the PRNG considered, and V 0;T is the value of V 0 evaluated using (3.4). Comparison against the closed form is intended to measure the accuracy of each PRNG being tested by quantifying the magnitude of the bias that can potentially be incurred by the presence of intra-stream correlation among the random variates. / using the serial MC framework, and both parallel and serial MC simulations are powered by the same PRNG. Since the parallel and serial MC frameworks share identical discretization time-steps, they share similar discretization error. The ratio defined by R-SE. O V 0 / is intended to measure the precision of each PRNG being tested by quantifying the relative magnitude of the MSE that can potentially be incurred by the presence of inter-stream correlation among the random variates.
PRNGs tested
The SPRNG, TRNG and RNGSTREAM libraries are subjected to the applicationbased test detailed in Section 3.
The PRNGs from version 2.0 of the SPRNG library being tested are tabulated in Table 1 . For this library, parallelization of PRNG streams is implemented by appropriate parametrization of the coefficients in the generators and the magnitude of moduli (prime or power of 2) that ensures long period and passing of statistical tests [16] .
The PRNGs from version 4.10 the TRNG library being tested are tabulated in Table 2 . Each of the PRNGs in TRNG listed are tested under both the blocksplitting and leapfrog methods in the parallel MC framework.
The RNGSTREAM PRNG deploys the block-splitting strategy to provide parallel streams of random variates based on a direct combination of two shift-registered generators both of order 2 with prime moduli. This generator is defined by 
22853/:
The period is approximately 3:1 10 57 .
Test results
A PRNG suitable for parallelization should be free of intra-stream correlation in both sequential and parallel implementations, the latter include the block-splitting implementation, leapfrog implementation, and parameterization implementation.
The PRNG of choice should demonstrate comparable magnitudes of price estimation bias for all implementations. For a PRNG to be considered safe for use under a particular implementation in pricing derivative instruments, it should demonstrate the same bias profile across all moneyness scenarios consistently. 1 For example, a PRNG demonstrating the smallest bias for the block-splitting implementation under all moneyness scenarios can be considered safe for use in block-splitting. On the contrary, a PRNG with an inconsistent bias profile cannot be considered safe for use in a particular implementation because it is unclear the precise point on the moneyness axis at which the bias profile changes from one to another. It would be impractical to evaluate bias profiles for all implementations on a fine grid along the moneyness axis due to the computational burden. In addition, the point along the moneyness axis that marks where change in the bias profile takes place may differ for different derivative instruments, different discretization sizes and schemes, and different scenario parameters including moneyness. Therefore, it would be safer to use a PRNG that has a consistent bias profile across all moneyness scenarios.
In addition, a PRNG suitable for parallelization should be free of inter-stream correlation in a parallel implementation, demonstrating comparable magnitudes of price estimate SE for sequential and parallel implementations. This is reflected by R-SE( O V 0 ), the ratio of the standard error of the mean for the parallel implementation to the standard error of the mean of the sequential implementation, that is near unity.
The sequential and parallel MC simulations are carried out on a Linux Ubuntu platform with an Intel Core 2 processor that supports two threads. Thus, one can have two streams of random variates generated from each PRNG tested in each parallel MC simulation. This mimics the situation when a MC simulation pricing algorithm is executed on an average desktop or notebook computer currently available, since most of these machine are equipped with multicore processors. Therefore, the test results reported in this section are specific to a dual-core setting. Before these results can be generalized to a larger number of processors, the tests detailed in Section 3 should be performed for the PRNGs within the parallel framework in question because, for sequence splitting strategies, the partition of segments of random variates that exhibit long range correlation to different streams and the resultant intra-stream proximity varies as the number of streams differ. In addition, a larger number of parallelized streams that exhibit inter-stream correlations tend to cause an increase in SE to a greater extent because there are more covariance terms in the variance expression, as per (2.1).
Tests on TRNG generators
The test results for PRNGs in the TRNG library under ITM, ATM and OTM moneyness scenarios are tabulated in Table 3 .
The PRNGs lcg64, mrg4, mrg5, mrg3s and yarn5s demonstrate a consistent bias profile across all moneyness scenarios with the smallest bias in block-splitting implementation compared to leapfrog implementation and sequential implementation. Therefore, it appears that these PRNGs can be safely used in block-splitting parallel implementation.
However, the PRNGs lcg64_shift, mrg2, mrg3, yarn4 demonstrate their lowest bias in sequential implementation under the ATM and OTM scenarios. However, under the ITM scenario, these PRNGs demonstrate their lowest bias in either block-splitting implementation or leapfrog implementation. The other PRNGs considered, mrg5s, yarn2, yarn3, yarn5 and yarn3s, demonstrate inconsistent bias profiles as well. The extreme case is mrg5s where different implementations demonstrate the smallest bias profile under different moneyness scenarios. Therefore, these PRNGs cannot be safely recommended for use in parallel implementation because of inconsistency in their bias profile.
Test on RNGSTREAM generator
The test results for PRNGs in the RNGSTREAM library under the ITM, ATM and OTM scenarios are tabulated in Table 4 . The bias profile for the RNGSTREAM PRNG is larger in the block splitting parallel MC framework compared to that in the sequential MC framework. This suggests that some degree of intra-stream correlation may exist in the parallel implementation that leads to estimation bias. Nonetheless, RNGSTREAM will serve as a good sequential PRNG as the bias profile is the smallest for the sequential implementation for all three scenarios tested.
Tests on SPRNG generators
The test results for PRNGs in the SPRNG library under the ITM, ATM and OTM scenarios are tabulated in Table 5 . For sprng::lcg, the bias profile for sequential and parallel implementations are comparable. The bias profiles for sprng::cmrg and sprng::lfg is higher in parallel implementation than that in sequential implementation. For sprng::pmlcg, the bias profile is consistently smaller for sequential implementation under the ITM, ATM and OTM scenarios. The bias profiles for sprng::lcg64 and sprng::cmrg are consistently smaller for parallel implementation compared to sequential implementation under all three scenarios, making them suitable for parallel implementation of Monte Carlo pricing of financial instruments that are similar in nature to the proposed application based test.
Bias and SE profile comparison among TRNG, RNGSTREAM
and SPRNG Among the PRNGs tested, sprng::cmrg and trng::mrgn where n D 4 demonstrate the smallest bias profile in parallel implementation, where the bias profile associated with sprng::cmrg is smaller than that of trng::mrgn where n D 4 in the ITM and OTM scenarios, while their bias profiles are comparable in the ATM scenario. In addition, sprng::pmlcg has the smallest bias profile across all moneyness scenarios in sequential implementation among all the PRNGs tested, making it a PRNG of choice among the tested PRNGs for sequential implementation. The SE for sequential and parallel MC implementations for all PRNGs in TRNG RNGSTREAM and SPRNG are comparable. One reason for this may be that only two processors are used in this test. Whether the same standard error of mean profiles hold for a larger number of parallel threads will require a larger number of parallel threads.
Discussion
The PRNG kernels used in sequence splitting strategies are not entirely the same as that used in the parametrization strategy. In order to achieve rapid calculations to facilitate jumping ahead in sequence in sequence splitting, multiple recursion generators and additive lagged-Fibonacci generators are commonly used due to efficiency consideration, such as their application in the TRNG and RNGSTREAM PRNGs. Therefore, the comparison between PRNGs implementing sequence splitting strategies and those implementing the parameterization strategy is not merely a comparison between parallelization strategies, but also a comparison of the quality of the generators used to implement these strategies.
It is difficult to draw a general conclusion on whether the PRNGs produced using the sequence splitting strategy or the parameterization strategy are in general associated with a more favorable bias and SE profiles. However, the PRNG with the smallest bias profile among PRNGs produced by sequence splitting parallelization has a bias profile comparable to the PRNG with the smallest bias profile among PRNGs produced by parameterization parallelization.
It is interesting to note that both trng::mrgn where n D 4 and sprng::cmrg involve the use of multiple recursive generator in their kernel. Whether combined PRNGs that involve the use of multiple recursive generators in composition or direct combination will produce new PRNGs with bias and SE profiles that are at least comparable to those of trng::mrgn where n D 4 and sprng::cmrg while satisfying all the necessary statistical tests is an open research question. Table 1 . Random number generators from SPRNG. Here, p is a prime number, a is a multiplier, x n is the sequence generated by the 64-bit LCG, y n is the sequence generated by y n D 107374182y n 1 C 104480y n 5 .mod 2147483647/, and˚denotes exclusive-or operator, Q x n and Q y n are sequences obtained from lagged-Fibonacci generator (LFG) sequences X and Y defined by X n D X n j C X n k .mod 2 32 /, and
32 /, where x n is obtained by setting the least significant bit of X n to zero and y n is obtained by right-shifting Y n by one bit. By default, k D 1279.
PRNG name
Definition Approximate period trng::lcg64 x n D ax n 1 C p .mod 2 64 / 2 64 trng::lcg64_shift x n D ax n 1 C p .mod 2 64 / 2 64 trng::mrgn Table 2 . Random number generators from TRNG. Here, x n is bit-shift of x to the right of size n and x n is bit-shift of x to the left of size n, t n;0 D x n , t n;1 D t n;0˚. t n;0 17/, t n;2 D t n;1˚. t n;1 31/, t n;3 D t n;2˚. t n;2 8/, m is the Mersenne prime, a i denotes a multiplier, Q m is a Sophie-Germain prime, Q x n is defined as Q x n D P j iD1 a i x n i .mod m/, and for trng::yarn and trng::yarns , n 2 ¹1; 2; 3; 4; 5º. Table 5 
